A Journey for Justice & Health

**Most proud of?**
- Appreciate others for their differences
- New & Deepening Partnerships
- Trust & Bonding Between Communities
- Families & Communities Reclaiming Their Voices

**What are you learning?**
- Organic Nature of Work
- Revitalizing Languages, Cultural Practices, Values, & Teachings
- Truth & Storytelling

**Challenges you face?**
- Lack Capital in Communities
- Funders Still See Silos
- Distance Between Communities

**Opportunities you see?**
- Communal Living & Working Spaces
- Sustained Collaboration
- Donor & Funder Social Justice Tour

**Benefits of HEP?**
- Unity
- Learn from Each Other
- Communication Through Art

**Key ingredients to collective success?**
- Creative Solutions
- Relationship Building
- Communication
- Collaboration
- Synergy & Alignment
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